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About Nurturing
Nature Knowledge

Nurturing Nature Knowledge is my Girl Scout
Gold Award project that aims to increase
environmental education and action
opportunities for youth. 

The main goal of the Nurturing Nature
Knowledge education program is to
encourage an interest in nature and the
environment in kids, as well as inspire them to
take action on issues they are passionate
about. The purpose of this booklet is to share
my program with others interested in teaching
kids about nature. While my program was
based in the Hudson Valley, the activities in
this guide can be done in any place
accessible to nature. 

This booklet is adapted from the program I
ran in the spring of 2021 to provide kids in my
community an opportunity to learn about
local nature in a hands on way. The activities
in this booklet can be modified to fit all ages
and skill levels. In addition, they can be
adapted for scouting badges or classroom
use. 

I hope that you find this booklet to be a
helpful resource when working with the next
generation of nature enthusiasts!



Tips and Tricks for a
Successful Program

 1. Be prepared and be prepared to be
unsure - Make sure to take the time to
prepare yourself thoroughly for each
session so that you can effectively teach
your group. However, you cannot be
expected to know every single thing about
each topic you teach. So, be ready for your
kids to ask you a question you may not
know the answer to. You always have the
option of telling them that you aren't sure
right now and you can look it up for them!
Never present an answer that is just a guess
as a fact.

 2. Find out who your audience is - Before
your program starts, learn about your
participants. You may want to hold an
informational meeting or send out a survey
to get to know the kids you will be working
with. Ask them questions about their
interests, knowledge and preferred learning
styles. If you can make the program
personal to your group it will keep them
more engaged. 

 3. Visit your destinations - Take a trip to any
locations you plan to hold a session at to
familiarize yourself with the area. Things will
go much more smoothly if you have been
to the destination recently. 



Tips and Tricks for a
Successful Program

 4. Encourage curiosity - Give your kids
opportunities to explore and ask questions.
Even if you don't have all the answers, help
them the best you can. 

 5. Don't get hung up on perfection - Life
happens and sometimes things will not go
exactly as planned, especially in a program
that is in the outdoors. It isn't a big deal if you 
 don't get to do everything you planned for a
session. Only focus on if the kids got
something positive out of it! The same thing
goes if you need to cut a session short or
change it due to weather or other issues. 

 6. Listen to your kids - An important  part of
this program is the kids’ ability to have a say in
our activities. I always strive to give them the
opportunity to voice their opinions concerning
the program. Ask your group for input when
making decisions and doing activities.

 7. Have fun - The energy that you bring to the
program is the energy that the program will
have. If you act bored while teaching the kids,
they won't get as excited about the concepts.
Have fun and help the kids have fun too! This
program shouldn't feel like school for you or
the participants. 
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Unit 1: Ecosystems

Welcome to the first unit of the Nurturing Nature Knowledge education
program. This unit focuses on exploring ecosystems in general and getting a
base knowledge that will provide context for the program overall. This
session can be run anywhere that could be considered an ecosystem, or an
environmental community where plants, animals and nonliving factors live
in a way in which they are connected with each other. 

The number one goal of this session is to get the kids prepared to explore
nature. In addition to this, the session aims to introduce the program to the
group and get them excited about the environment! To help meet these
goals, engage your participants with hands on activities and interactive
discussions. 

I held my first session at a pavilion in my town that was next to an open field
and a wooded area. It was the perfect location because there were picnic
tables for the drawing and discussion activities, but there was also an open
space with nature for. Before the kids arrived, I set out nature observation
booklets, markers and pencils on the tables for them. As they arrived, I asked
them to choose a place to sit where there were materials. Once the whole
group was there, I led icebreakers so that everyone could get to know each
other and the program. After that, we discussed some vocabulary terms,
made some drawings and used our open space to learn about ecosystem
interactions through hands on games.

My favorite part of this session was meeting all of the girls in my program!



ECOSYSTEM
ACTIVITIES

Icebreaker: "I'm going on a hike"
“I’m going on a hike” is a game to help learn names and faces. First do general
introductions and have everyone share their name and grade or any other introduction
fact. To start the game, ask everyone to get into a circle. Then, one by one around the
circle everyone will say their name and something they would bring to a hypothetical
hike that starts with the same letter as their name. As each new person goes, they have
to say the names of everyone before them and what each person is bringing on the hike.  
This continues until everyone has gone. Example below:

Icebreaker: Observation Books
Observation books are notebooks for your participants to use to write or draw anything
that they want to remember! This notebook can also be the place where any materials
the kids work on can be stored. An observation book can be made from any notebook:
from a composition book to spiral bound to handmade. 
At the start of your session, hand out notebooks to each participant and ask them to
draw their favorite thing in nature (or any other icebreaker question) on the cover or the
front page! 
After each session you can collect the booklets and bring them back the next time you
meet. By the end of the program, these booklets will be a mini showcase of everything
you have done. 

My name is Molly and I am bringing Mangoes to the hike. 
My name is Katie and I’m bringing a kite to the hike and
Molly is bringing mangoes.
My name is Sofia and I’m bringing soda, Katie is bringing
a kite and Molly is bringing Mangoes
My name is Jen and I’m bringing juice to the hike, Sofia is
bringing soda, Katie is bringing a kite and Molly is
bringing mangoes 
My name is Megan and I’m bringing marshmallows to
the hike, Jen is bringing juice, Sofia is bringing soda, Katie
is bringing a kite and Molly is bringing mangoes 



ECOSYSTEM
ACTIVITIES

Labeling Abiotic and Biotic Features
This activity aims to help your group understand the differences between abiotic and
biotic features. In an ecosystem, Abiotic features are nonliving things (dirt, rocks) and
Biotic features are to the living organisms (plants, animals). To start this activity, explain
these terms to your group and share examples. If you do the
vocabulary activities before this one, review the terms and ask if
your group notices any abiotic and biotic features in your area.
Tell the group how living things, like us, rely on certain abiotic
features for survival, like the air we breathe! Next, hand out
sticky notes and ask the group to use them to label the biotic
and abiotic features they see around them. To make it easier,
they can just write "A" and "B" on the sticky notes. This activity
will help your group understand abiotic and biotic features in a
way that allows them to run around and have fun. 

Vocabulary Art
This program may be the first time some of the kids in your group are learning about the
concepts that will be covered. Because of this, it is super important to go over the terms
that will be used so everyone will have a base understanding. After reviewing the terms
with your group, assign each kid a term and ask them to draw a picture of it in their

 observation notebooks or on a piece of paper. Be sure to
assign words that are easy to make into pictures and be
considerate of kids having a hard time grasping how to draw
something. Words like flora and fauna are easier to draw than
ecosystem services. Drawing the words out can help the kids
understand the words better, especially if they are more visual
learners. 
Later in this chapter I have included the list of vocabulary
terms that I used when I ran my program. I chose these words
because I felt they would provide the best background
knowledge for what the program covers. 



ECOSYSTEM
ACTIVITIES

Ecosystem Interaction Yarn Toss
This game aims to help the participants understand how different living features in an
ecosystem interact with each other. To start, hand each participant a necklace that has a
different living thing from a specific ecosystem on it. There should also be one card that
represents the sun. Ask the group to stand in a circle and start explaining how each of
them represent a different organism from an ecosystem. Next, take a ball of yarn and
hand it to whoever is wearing the sun card. Have the
sun toss the ball of yarn to someone who is wearing a
card with a producer on it. From there, each person
will toss the ball of yarn to someone who has a card
that interacts with their card. As they toss the yarn, ask
them how the organisms on the cards interact. For
example, if a person with a gray squirrel tosses to an
oak tree, they interact because squirrels eat nuts and
acorns from the tree. If a participant is lost on how their
organism interacts with something else, give them
hints or ask if anyone else can think of something.
Continue tossing the yarn across the circle until
everyone is holding a piece of yarn. 

When everyone is connected to the circle, ask one person to drop the yarn they are
holding and step out. This represents the organism being removed from the ecosystem.
Next, ask anyone who is holding the other side of a dropped piece of yarn to drop the

 yarn they are holding. This should result in
everyone dropping their yarn. Explain to your group
how this shows that the removal of one species
could wipe out an entire ecosystem. Alternatively,
you could add in a card labeled human and use that
to discuss the ways how humans negatively impact 
 ecosystems. To make this game easier, you can

 label the organism cards based on their niche (producer, prey, etc). Doing this can help
the kids make educated guesses about interactions when they're unsure. By playing this
game, the group will get a better grasp of how organisms can interact in an ecosystem. 



Who you are
The goals you have for the program
Where the sessions will take place
What information the sessions will go over 
How long the program will run for
Some activities you plan to do 
Alternate plans for bad weather 
What the kids may want to bring to sessions
The program schedule

Program Overview 
During the very fist session of the program, it is important to take a moment to introduce
yourself and the program! Let your group know what the program will be about and
what they can expect for each session. Also give them the opportunity to ask questions.
Some things to consider talking about are:

It may be helpful t0 have some visual aid (posters, handouts) to keep the kids engaged
while you talk to them. 
Another idea for talking about the program overview is that you could run a preprogram
information session where you give parents and participants a look into the program. For
my program, I held an info session over zoom a few days before the first session and it
was helpful to both me and the parents. I made the slideshow I used during this info
session available to all of the parents and participants. 

DISCUSSION
POINTS

Program Information Slideshow



DISCUSSION
POINTS

Ecosystems - An environmental community where plants, animals and nonliving
factors live in a way in which they are connected with each other.
Flora - Plants
Fauna - Animals
Terrain - The geographical features or natural characteristics of a piece of land (hilly,
swampy, rocky) 
Environmental Services - Things that the environment provides for humans 
Food web - A group of food chains within an ecosystem that represents how animals
and plants within an ecosystem interact with each other. 
Predator - An animal that lives by killing and eating other animals
Producer - Plants: organisms that are able to produce their own food through
photosynthesis
Consumer - A living thing that eats other organisms to obtain needed energy (there
are different types of consumers and they can eat plants or animals depending on
level) 

Herbivores - Things that only eat plants
Carnivores - Things that only eat meat
Omnivores - Things that eat a combination of plants and meat.

Biome - A large region characterized by its plants, soil, climate and wildlife
Climate - The average precipitation and temperature patterns of a certain area over a
long period of time
Abiotic Features - Non-living components of an ecosystems 
Biotic Features - Living components of an ecosystem 
Niche - An organism’s role in its ecosystem 
Habitat - Where an organism lives

Vocabulary
This program may be the first experience that your kids have with environmental
education, so there may be some vocabulary that  they have not heard before. Make
sure to take some time to go over vocabulary with everyone towards the beginning of
this session. To reinforce the vocabulary and help them understand it, try the vocabulary
art activity after discussing the words .

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

a.
b.
c.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
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White Tail Deer
Prey, Herbivore

Gray Squirrel
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Omnivore

Red Fox
Predator, Omnivore



Sun Human

Optional Write in Cards





The second unit of the Nurturing Nature Knowledge education program
focuses on ecosystems in wooded areas. For this session, "woods" refers to
any large area of land that is primarily covered by trees, including but not
limited to: forests, state parks, national parks and woodlands. 

The goal of this unit is that the participants will have a deeper understanding
of how a forest ecosystem works, and how to make observations in nature.
By using the activities and discussion points in this section, your group will be
able to achieve these goals! 

For my woods session, I met with my group at Tallman State Park on a
Saturday morning in late March. Upon arrival, I handed out bingo sheets and
gave the kids a chance to explore the trail entrance before we got started.
When we were ready to begin our hike, I started off with a brief overview of
the park and the activities that we would be doing during the session. I made
sure to let my girls know that they were welcome to explore anything that
they saw, and to let me know if they wanted to stop and see something. I
think that one of the most important things for new nature explorers is that
they have the opportunity to follow their curiosity. As we got on our way, we
practiced identifying trees and the girls continued to make observations
using their bingo boards. When the girls felt that it was time to take a rest, we
did a senses break and later we drew our observations. 

My favorite part of leading this session was watching the kids get excited
about being in nature and exploring it! 

Unit 2: Woods



WOODS
ACTIVITIES

Forest Bingo Scavenger Hunt
To help your group work on making observations, turn it into a challenge! Use my bingo
sheets (at the end of this chapter) or make your own with information specific to your
woods. Before you start on your hike, give each participant a nature bingo sheet and
something to check off boxes with. The sheet will guide them in their observations and
give them guidelines for what they could be looking for. As they explore the natural 

Tree Identification
Another great observation activity is learning how to identify trees (and other plants!).
Using a tree identification book, or identification signs if you are on a trail with them,
describe the trees to your learners and challenge them to find them in the woods. Be as

world around them, they will be able to look for the
items on the sheet and cross them off! With the help of
the scavenger hunt, the group may notice things that
they could have missed because they were not
looking for it.  
I gave my group small stickers for each bingo they got
and a big sticker when they got their full board. The
stickers got them extra excited to find things in nature.

specific as possible in your description, and show pictures so
that the kids know what to look for. If someone thinks that they
have identified a tree, ask them why and help them
understand which aspects make the tree different from others.
While you continue your hike, ask the kids to try to identify a
tree when they pass by. It may be tricky at first but it could
help them develop their identification skills! 
Tallman Mountain State Park, where I ran this session, is a
place that does have tree identification signs posted along the
trail. The signs were a huge help and got everyone extra
interested in identification.



WOODS
ACTIVITIES

Meet A Tree
To start, bring the group to an area with a lot of trees. This is activity is done by an
individual, not the whole group, so ask for a volunteer to go first. The volunteer will be
blindfolded using a bandana, spun around and guided to a tree. They will get to touch
the tree for 1 minute in order to "meet" it and then will be led back to the group. Have
them take the blindfold off and attempt to pick out the tree they just “met”. While they
search for their tree, ask the kid questions such as "How did the bark feel?" and "Did it
feel like the bark had any patterns?" Repeat with any other kids who want a chance to try
it out. This activity helps the kids observe nature while using sense other than sight. For
safety, be sure to do this in an area with level ground. 

Senses Break
A senses break is another opportunity for education at a rest point. This simple activity
encourages your kids to take a moment to take in all of the nature around them. To start,
tell your group to stop and look around. Ask them to share something that they observe.
Next ask them to cover their eyes, stop talking and listen to the sounds of nature. Ask
them about the sounds that they heard and if they heard anything that they didn't hear
when they had their eyes open. Next, repeat with their eyes open and their ears covered. 

Drawing Observations
This is a less structured activity that can be a great use of a rest
stop. Give your group an opportunity to sit down in an area of the
woods that is big enough for everyone to have room. Hand out
notebooks or pieces of paper and markers or something else to
draw with. When everyone has their supplies set up, ask your
group to choose one thing in nature that they can see and draw it.
They can draw trees, animals, the landscape or whatever stands
out to them the most! As they draw, walk around and ask them
about their artwork and the inspiration behind it. This activity is
meant to help the participants work on observing details in nature
and it incorporates different learning styles into the program,
which can really benefit some of the kids.  



DISCUSSION
POINTS

Plan ahead and prepare/be prepared
Travel and camp on durable surfaces/choose the right path
Dispose of waste properly/trash your trash
Leave what you find
Minimize campfire impacts
Respect wildlife
Be considerate of other visitors

Leave No Trace Principles (LNT)
Before you and your group head into the woods, make a point to introduce the Seven
Leave No Trace Principles. To quote the Leave No Trace website
(https://lnt.org/why/7-principles/), "The Seven Principles ... provide an easily
understood framework of minimum impact practices for anyone visiting the outdoors."
The principles give some guidelines about how to respect nature and the living things
that make it up. Incorporating LNT into an educational trip can help kids to get a better
understanding of how we impact the outdoors, as well as how to make the most of their
trips by being prepared. 

The Principles (more information in chapter 6) 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Trail Overview
Get to know the trail/woods/forest that you plan to go to before you leave for your trip.
Having some background knowledge can make your destination extra interesting, and
more often than not you will find out some really cool information if you do some
research. Knowing some fun facts about the place you are visiting can also help make it
stand out from other woods that may look similar (this can be a game changer with
helping your kids understand differences between different woods). Being prepared with
some information can be especially helpful if you are working with curious kids who may
ask about the area that you in. 
Some information I gathered for my program was: If it was a state park, in what year was
it created, who created it, how big is it, how many trails could be found in the park and
what other activities could be done at the park. I put all of my information on a piece of
paper and brought it with me on the day of the trip. 



DISCUSSION
POINTS

How to Use Trail Markers
Understanding how to use trail markers is one of the most important skills for anyone
who wants to go hiking. Without a basic knowledge of how to interpret these signs, it is
pretty easy to end up lost in the middle of the woods. At the start of the hike, go through
the meanings of the different trail markers with your participants to prepare them for the
hike ahead of you. As you get to different trail markers along the way, ask your group if
they can tell you what the markers mean. Have them figure out the meanings and watch
them building their confidence in their knowledge as you make your way through the
hike. 

Things that can be taken from nature: water, fuel, plants, timber
Things that regulate the planet: climate, pollination, clean air
Things that support other services: soil formation, oxygen production
Non-material things: education, aesthetics, recreation, heritage, history, tourism

Forest Ecosystem Services
The things that specific ecosystems provide us with are called ecosystem services.
There are several types of ecosystem services, all of which are carried out in woods
ecosystems. Teaching your group about the ways that we benefit from forests will give
them a deeper understanding of how these complex ecosystems function and how we
are constantly interacting with them. There are scientific terms for each type of service,
but the important thing for this topic is that they understand what the services are, not
the official name for them!

1.
2.
3.
4.

1. Provisioning, 2. Regulating, 3. Supporting, 4. Cultural

Go Straight Turn Left Turn RightTrail Start 
"Upward Arrow"

Trail End 
"Downward Arrow"



DISCUSSION
POINTS

How do organisms interact in the woods?
The ecosystem web activity in unit 1 should have given your group a general idea of how
different organisms interact with each other. While you are on your hike, ask your group
if they remember any ecosystem interactions and if they could tell you ones that they
think may go on in the woods. Some examples are how birds use trees to make their
homes or how squirrels get food from trees. It is important to emphasize how things are
interconnected to help your kids get the best understanding of the woods that they can.

Cutting down trees at a rate faster than they are being replaced
Littering 
Illegal hunting 
Man made forest fires
Introducing invasive species (intentionally and unintentionally)  

Picking up trash they see in the woods
Throwing out trash instead of littering 
Taking care of recreational fires & following fire safety rules
Allowing professionals to set prescribed fires 
Following the Leave No Trace Principles

How do people damage woods ecosystems? Can we help? 
Depending on the age of your group, they will have varying understandings about
anthropogenic, or human caused, environmental issues. While you are walking, ask them
if they know of any ways that humans may damage the woods ecosystems,

Some ways humans damage woods ecosystems are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discuss in depth their ideas and bring up any points that they may have missed. After
going over the bad parts of human interactions with woods ecosystems, talk about the
good! Ask your group if they know of any ways that humans can help the woods
ecosystems. 

Some ways humans help woods ecosystems are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.















Unit 3: Water

Unit number three of the Nurturing Nature Knowledge education program is
all about water! As a program that focuses on the local ecosystems, "water"
can refer to any body of water that is part of your nearby environment,
including: lakes, rivers, estuaries and oceans. 

The goals of this session are pretty broad due to the fact that water
ecosystems can be very different from one another. Something important to
focus on is helping the kids gain an understanding of interactions within local
aquatic environments. A specific goal I focused on was helping my group
understand what invasive species and estuaries are. 

Since my program was based out of the Hudson Valley, we focused on the
Hudson River. We met at the Piermont Pier, in Piermont New York, which is
directly on the Hudson River Estuary. We took a walk along the pier and
down by the water to explore this ecosystem. Unfortunately, the location we
chose has a lot of litter, so at the start of our walk gave my girls bags to pick
up trash. I also gave them scavenger hunts to help them notice the different
kinds of litter there was. During this session, the girls did a lot of observing of
the areas around them. 

My favorite part of leading this session was that we didn't get to do all of the
planned activities because the girls were too busy investigating the world
around them! Even thought I liked the activities I had planned, I think that
being able to have the chance to choose what we investigated and what we
did made the trip even more impactful for the girls! 



WATER
ACTIVITIES

Trash Cleanup & Scavenger Hunt
A good way to emphasize the impact of pollution is to have your group keep an eye out
for it. Before you start your trip to the water, give each participant a plastic bag, gloves
and a litter scavenger hunt. Ask everyone to try to pick up at least ten pieces of garbage
and put it in the trash bags. Not only will this help your group leave a positive impact on
the place you are visiting, but it will also give the participants an up close and personal
look at how litter damages ecosystems. As they pick up garbage, they can cross off the
items on the litter scavenger hunt. 
Cleaning up litter is important but you should also set guidelines for the safety of the
your group. Tell your kids they should not be picking up broken glass, sharp objects,
animal feces (in a bag or otherwise) or anything that looks dangerous. If they see
something they are unsure about it may be best to leave it alone. Make sure they stay in
safe areas while cleaning up, it is not worth a potential injury for a piece of trash.
Another important thing to go over with your group is that any trash they pick up makes
a difference. It is great to be able to pick up lots of garbage and clean an area, but you
don't need to get hung up on picking up every single little piece of garbage.  

Birding
If the aquatic area you visit is home to a lot of bird species, take the opportunity to do
some bird watching with your group. Bring a bird ID book or sheets and try some bird
watching with your kids. 

Senses Break Part 2
Take a stop during this session to do a senses break similar to the one in the woods
session. Your group may be able to get something different out of this break in a new
setting. Ask them how about the differences and similarities they feel with this break
compared to the last one. 

** Different water ecosystems vary greatly so the activities and discussion points in this
chapter are broader in hopes of applying to more places.



DISCUSSION
POINTS

Aquatic - Relating to water
Estuary - A body of water where saltwater and freshwater mix
Invasive Species - A species that is non naturally found in an area that is introduced
into an ecosystem and uses up the resources, taking away from native species. 
Non Native Species - A species that is not naturally found in an area. Can be invasive
but does not have to be. 
Eutrophication - When an excessive amount of nutrients are introduced into a body
of water. Eutrophication generally causes algal blooms which can lead to the death
of ecosystem inhabitants because of a lack of sunlight or oxygen
Watershed - A Watershed is an area of land where all of the water that is under it, or
drains off of it, collects into the same place.

Vocabulary
This session features some vocabulary that younger kids may not have heard before so
it is important to review new terms with your group.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

These are the vocabulary terms that I introduced to my group when we had our water
session. Other terms may apply to your group so be sure to define them when you take
your trip. In addition, it would be beneficial to the participants if you go over vocabulary
from other sessions that apply to this one as well. Seeing the concepts that they are
learning over and over again can help them to gain a better understanding. 

Invasive and Non Native Species  
One concept to go over with you group is nonnative and invasive species. Many aquatic
ecosystems have these kinds of species. The location that I went to with my group had a
lot of common reed, an invasive plant from Europe, so I took the opportunity to share
this with my group. When going over invasive species, it is important to differentiate
them from non-native species as the terms can be confused easily. If your location does
not have prominent invasive species, find another ecosystem interaction to discuss with
your group! The point of this. program is to highlight local nature and get kids interested
in the specific ecosystems around them. 



DISCUSSION
POINTS

Where Are We? 
There are many different types of aquatic ecosystems so be sure to take a moment to
discuss with your group which one you are in. Tell them what makes each ecosystem 

Animal Adaptations  
Most animals have special characteristics that help them be better suited to their
habitats, called adaptations. Aquatic animals have many adaptations that help them

different from each other and why the one you are in is
what it is. My group visited an estuary so we discussed
the factors that make an estuary and estuary. Some
information that I went over included: that estuaries are
made up of brackish water, tend to have cloudier water
and that the Hudson RIver estuary makes up about 153
miles of the 315 mile river. I also made sure to have
extra fun facts on hand to keep the lesson interesting.
for my group. 
Any information you can gather about your specific
location will only help your groups understanding of the
nature that they are visiting. 

thrive around and in the water. Adaptations can be
behavioral, like when or where an animal eats, or they can be
physical, like a specific body part function. After going over
the definition, ask your group if they can think of any
adaptations an animal might have to help it best suit its
environment. Another question you can discuss with your
group is what adaptations they think aquatic animals have
that help them live in or near the water. One example is that
ducks have webbed feet help them to swim and to keep
their balance on muddy riverbanks. You may also want to
point out that animals in different aquatic ecosystems may
have different adaptations from each other.
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Unit 4: Backyard

The fourth unit of the Nurturing Nature Knowledge education program, 
 Backyard, focuses on ecosystems local to where you live. In the context of
this program, "backyard" refers to the nature in the town/city/place that the
program is based out of. The backyard could be someone's physical
backyard, a town park, a small wooded area, the trees alongside a main road
or any other local nature. 

The goal of this unit is to help the participants realize that there is nature in
the places that they call home and in that understand that they do not need
to travel far to explore the environment. 

I ran this session as a nature walk, so it took place in 3 different parts of our
town. We started in a park that had tennis courts, a playground and a grassy
area with trees (which was formerly a skating rink in disrepair). From the park
we made our way through the part of town with houses, stores, restaurants
and the firehouse. Our walk ended in a smaller park that had an apple
orchard and significantly less manmade structures. At the beginning of our
walk, I handed out 2 cards to each girl and something to write with so they
could record any abiotic and biotic features that they observed. This session
was heavily discussion based, so I recommend running later in the program
so that the group is more comfortable talking and sharing their ideas with
each other. 

My favorite part of running this session was hearing everyone's ideas about
the discussion topics, specifically land use. 



BACKYARD
ACTIVITIES

Tree "I spy"
This activity is all about making specific observations in nature. To get started, bring your
group to an area that has a lot of trees. Ask everyone to take a seat and observe the
trees for a few minutes. After the observation time is up, begin to play the game "I spy"

Abiotic and Biotic Features
Bring back the abiotic and biotic features concept from unit one. Ask your group if
anyone can remember what these terms mean. After reviewing the terms, give the
group cards and ask them to try to observe different abiotic and biotic features as you
go about this session. 

but explain that there will be a twist. For this version of "I spy"
the participants have to be "spying" a tree. Using specific
observations, the kids will try to have the others guess what
tree they are talking about. Help the group realize that even if
the trees are from the same species, they still have things that
differentiate them from each other. By doing this activity, the
kids are able to work on noticing describing small details
about the trees. 
My group went to an area that had a lot of similar tree species,
so they had some trouble at first but once they started using
more specific descriptions, the rounds went quicker.  

Land Use
This is a brainstorming activity that will give your group a chance to show their creative
sides. Talk to the kids about the different ways that land can be used by people (for
recreation, work, facilities, etc.). Ask them what they would do if they were given a plot of
land to develop anything on - no wrong answers. Give them some time to think about it
and then ask them to share what they would build and give a few reasons. Ask them to
consider environmental and economics benefits and downfalls of their plans. If you are
able to do this activity in an area that could be used as the hypothetical land plot, or if
you can show a picture of a land plot, it may be more impactful for the group. 



Connecting with nature
One of the important takeaways from this session is that nature can be found anywhere.
Emphasize to your group that they can connect with nature anywhere in the outdoors, 

DISCUSSION
POINTS

 How is there a different feel between the areas where humans have built stuff vs
where it is a mix of nature and buildings vs where there is none? 
Where are areas where trees have been replaced with buildings? What about where
structures were replaced with trees? 
What are the pros and cons of manmade structures in areas?
What are the pros and cons of having unbuilt areas in a town? 
What do you think is most important to consider when towns want to build new
structures? 

Human Impact
This discussion was guided by several main questions:

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Bring up these questions, and any others you may think of, with your group and lead a
conversation on human impact on the environment. You may want to take this time as an
opportunity to also discuss how industrialization has impacted our country and our use
of natural resources. 

Take a nature walk around your town!
Do your homework sitting outside! Maybe you could
find a spot in your backyard or a local park.
Do something creative in the outdoors! Draw, paint or
sketch a nature scene while sitting outside, or play
an instrument (at a reasonable volume) in your yard. 
Look up local nature! Research the different animals
that live near you and try to find out more about
them. Maybe you will see one near your house. 
Learn about your state symbols! Many states have
symbols such as birds, flowers, trees and even fossils
that represent them. Find out what your state has! 

they don't need to travel to a specific place. 
Some ways to connect with nature at home:





Unit 5: Take Action

The final unit of the Nurturing Nature Knowledge education program is all
about encouraging participants to take action on  issues  they care about.
"Take Action Projects" or "TAPs" refer to projects where an individual, or a
group, works to solve a problem through inspiration, advocation or education. 

The Take Action unit takes place over two sessions. The first session has
participants understand what a Take Action Project is, along with making a
plan to create one themselves. The second session is where they will carry
out their take action projects and make an impact on their world. 

The first of my two TAP sessions was held over Zoom so that we could use
online planning tools to prepare for the projects. To start, local sustainability
coordinator Marcy Denker gave a presentation to the group. She shared
information about local environmental projects and her job. I really
appreciated her presentation because I think it is important to learn about
careers that you may not know about. Because of this, at the end of the
chapter you can learn about 2 natural science careers! After hearing from
Marcy, we split into two groups to plan our TAPs. Each group discussed how
their ideas could be used to advocate for a cause, educate people and/or
inspire change. The following weekend, we met at a local elementary school
where the girls carried out their take action projects. One group made posters
to showcase different environmental concerns that they had, while the other
group held a garbage cleanup and made a video about it.

My favorite part of leading this session was seeing the results of the projects! 



TAP
EXAMPLES

Garbage Cleanup & Video
One of my groups wanted to take action to about the large amounts of litter at a local
elementary school. To deal with this issue, the girls decided to do a garbage cleanup
and make a video to educate and inspire people. The girls spent over an hour on a
Saturday morning cleaning up trash in a wooded area around the school. They chose a
specific location on the grounds because they felt it needed the most cleaning. I was
 able to work with Keep Rockland Beautiful to get
vests and grabbers, which the girls used to aid their
cleanup. Apart from working to get the materials and
organizing the meeting, the girls did all of the planning  
for the cleanup. While they cleaned up, I took pictures
and videos that were compiled into a video about the
cleanup. At the end, I interviewed the girls and they
shared some of their views and thoughts about the
cleanup and pollution. The final video consisted of the
cleanup footage with pollution facts that they chose
over it and the interview section. 
This TAP educates and inspires the viewers through
the video. There were educational facts (that the girls
chose) presented as part of the cleanup section of the
video. The girls were inspiring by planning and 
carrying out the cleanup and by encouraging others to take action in the video. 



TAP
EXAMPLES

Posters
My other group wanted to do a TAP that was more artistic, so they created posters that
highlighted environmental issues they thought were important. During the planning
stages of their TAP, the girls discussed ways that they could use posters to educate,
advocate and inspire. When it was time to make the posters, the girls chose from the
ideas they thought of the week before and began to put their creativity to work! 
Annalise Olsen, a Girl Scout Senior, helped the group
with planning and creating their posters. During the
TAP session, the girls got set up at picnic tables with
paper, markers, crayons and pencils, all of the
materials that they decided would be necessary to
make their posters. They spent the 2 hour session hard
at work designing original posters that related to their
selected environmental topics. Images of the posters
were then transferred to a virtual gallery so they could
be shared with a large audience. 
Each poster focuses on one or several of the TAP
criteria. Some were made to be more educational
while others served to advocate for a specific cause
and some were made to inspire people to treat the

earth with more respect. Overall, these girls used their artistic talents and creativity to
take action and did a wonderful job educating, advocating and inspiring.



TAP
INFORMATION

Educate
In a TAP, "Educate" is the ability to teach your audience something new. You could
share a fact they may not know about, or some sort of statistic relating to your issue.
Another way to educate is by teaching your audience how to do something. 
Example: Making a presentation about the impacts of plastic pollution on sea turtles.

What is a TAP?
TAPs or Take Action Projects is a concept I took from Girl Scouts. In Girl Scout journeys, a
Take Action Project is a project you do that addresses an issue in a long lasting way.
These projects must either Advocate for a cause, Educate on an issue or Inspire action.

 Another important aspect of a TAP is that it gives the youth an opportunity for
leadership. These projects should be planned by the kids. Depending on the age ranges
of your group, some participants may need more help with thinking of, and carrying out
their projects. Offer assistance with the projects but make sure to stress the fact that the
kids are in charge. By creating and carrying out a TAP, I want kids to realize that they can
make a difference in the world, regardless of their age or experiences. 

Advocate
In a TAP, "Advocate" refers to speaking up for a cause or putting an end to an issue. To
accomplish this, you could focus on persuading people to begin doing something that
would have a positive impact. On the other hand, you can work to have people stop a
harmful habit. 
Example: Creating a poster campaign encouraging people to stop littering.

Inspire
In a TAP, "Inspire" means getting your audience motivated to do something. It could be
encouraging them to take action on their own by making a change where they can. Or it
could push them to learn more about your topic of concern. 
Example: Making a video about the impacts of food waste. 



A digital TAP Poster Example

Credits to Katie MacMaster



Manages the museums's archival
collections (unpublished
materials) which include field
notebooks, research notes,
photographs, film and more
Works to identify and describe the
materials so researchers can
access them. 
Occasionally works on special
projects related to using the
archives in museum exhibits
Works with researchers and
donors, as well as the team of
research library staff.

A Typical Day

Rebecca Morgan

How She Got Started: 
Becca has always been interested in history
and the management of knowledge. In high
school and college she worked in libraries, but
it was in grad school where she found her love
of working with archives and all the unique
aspects of it. Becca has a Bachelor's degree in
English and a MLIS with a specialization in
Archives and Records Management.

Favorite part of the job: Finding materials
that have been forgotten or misidentified
and working to make them available to
people. Also working on field notebooks

Most difficult part of the job: Having the
patience to keep an eye on what she can 
 accomplish realistically and making sure
her to do list reflects that. 

Something unexpected she learned: The
importance of curiosity and cultivating it.
Asking questions and being curious is a great
tool to have. 

Experience as a woman in STEM: She comes
from a tech background where she had to
learn self confidence and make sure people
respect and listen to you. 

ADVICE: You don't need to follow one path to
get to this career. It is important to take any
internship opportunities that you can and
experience all sorts of archives. In addition,
curiosity and passion are super important.

 

M E E T  A



There is no typical day at her job.
Some days Margie is collaborating
on projects from all over the world
that focus on learning about
changes in the environment. Two
places she has worked with are
Antarctica and Greenland.
She has gotten to travel to a lot of
places to learn and teach.
Other days she is running field
based educational programs.
Margie brings her students to the
edge of the Hudson River to teach
them in hands-on ways.

A Typical Day

M E E T  A

Margie Turrin

How She Got Started: 
Margie always loved being in the outdoors
and wanted her work to involve being
outside. She realized that she liked working
with people, exploring changes in the
environment and helping people interpret
these changes. Margie has a Bachelor's
degree and Masters' degree in Ecology.

Favorite part of the job: Doing fieldwork
and working with, and learning from,
students and teachers. Also that the days
are never the same.

Most difficult part of the job: Getting
involved in too many projects and programs
that it can be hard to figure out what to do
first and when to move on. 

An unexpected skill she learned:  Social
Media and using media presence as a tool.
Making graphics and being able to make them
with your audience in mind.

Experience as a woman in STEM: People had
expectations she would not persist or stay
with STEM. 

ADVICE: Try everything and push yourself to
try things that you think might challenge you
or that you might not be 100% comfortable
doing. These things will be the most impactful
and transformative and can move you forward

 





Know before you go
Choose the right path
Trash your trash
Leave what you find
Minimize campfire impacts
Respect wildlife
Be Kind to other visitors

This chapter is a bit different than all of the others. Instead of activity and
discussion plans, the focus is on understanding Leave No Trace. 

As mentioned in chapter 2, the 7 Leave no Trace principles are a set of
suggestions that aim to help us minimize our impact on nature. In this chapter
you will find descriptions of each principle, as well as suggestions for how to
follow them. Each principle has a comic next to it that reinforces the ideas it
stands for! The comics were designed by Katie MacMaster,

Please use these resources to help you and your group understand LNT
better! 

The 7 Leave No Trace Principles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Note that the principles have different 
names depending on the source. 
The name may be different but the 
ideas behind them are still the same! 
I used the names used in Girl Scouts. 

Check out
lnt.org

 for more!

Bonus Unit: The 7 Leave No Trace Principles



Leave No Trace Principle 1
Know Before You Go

What does this mean? This principle
reminds us to be prepared for our trips by
doing research and planning ahead. Some
things to consider before you venture into
nature include: where you are going, what
you need to bring, what the rules your
destination has and the weather you
should expect. When we practice this
principle we have the knowledge to make
the most of our nature adventures!

Know Before You Go Activities & Tips 

Research your destination 
Where are you going? 
How far away is it from your home? 
Will the weather be different? 

Pack a bag for your trip in advance
Print out a map of the area you will be exploring
Look at the weather the night before you leave and
the morning of your trip

Pack accordingly for the weather! For example,
if it will  be cold, pack an extra sweatshirt, or if it
will rain, bring a raincoat and an umbrella.

Make an itinerary for your trip 
Make a plan of the activities you will be doing in advance
Is there anything you need to prepare for these activities?

Fill out the trip planning sheet (next page) to help guide your preparations
Research the wildlife in the area you are going to 

Learn about local plants and animals
Try to identify the plants and animals during your trip! 
Does the area have anything that makes it special?



Trip Planning Sheet
Trip Date: Trip Location: 

How long will the trip be? 

Date Published:

Trip Activities: What do you need for the activities?

Make an Itinerary! (A plan for the day) 

Weather
Beginning of trip:

Middle of trip:

End of trip:

What else do you need to bring?



Leave No Trace Principle 4
Leave What You Find

What does this mean? Although there are
many awesome and interesting things to
see in nature, they all must stay where
they belong. When we see something
cool, like a  bug, flower, plant, animal or
anything else, we need to leave it where
we find it, even if we want to take it home
with us. Nature is the home of all of these
cool things, , so we need to leave
everything where we find it. 

Leave No Trace Principle 3
Trash Your Trash

What does this mean? Sometimes we
bring things that end up as garbage when
we go on nature trips. We need to make
sure we throw out the trash we create in
order to keep our earth clean. It is also
important to trash your trash so that
animals will not be able to eat it. Garbage
can hurt them or make them sick. Using
this principle, we can help reduce litter. 

Trash Your Trash & Leave What You Find

Both of these principles encourage us to leave nature the way that we found it
Instead of taking the cool things you find home, you can take pictures of them
so you can remember what you saw
Draw a picture of a plant or flower that you see
Have a competition to see who can pick up the most trash 



Leave No Trace Principle 5
Be Careful With Fire

What does this mean? Fires are a fun part
of camping! They can be used to keep us
warm, cook food and help us learn skills.
However, they can also be dangerous for
us and for the surrounding wildlife. When
we build a fire, we need to be aware of it
at all times to ensure that nothing outside
of the designated area catches fire. We 
 need to be careful with our actions in
order to avoid fire related injuries. 

Be Careful With Fire Activities & Tips

Look up campsite rules about fire usage before you go camping
Don't just build your fire anywhere on the ground. Instead, build your fire inside
a fire circle, a fire pit or in another designated area. 
Don't horse around (run, jump, skip) near the fire
Use fire gloves when handling coal or food that come out of the fire.
To learn about fire building without an actual fire, try making an edible fire with
pretzels and candies! There are a lot of great tutorials online. 
Keep pets on a leash and at a distance when
they are near any fires 
Learn the difference between tinder, kindling
and fuel (The 3 types of wood needed for a fire!
A good fire has a mix of all of them)

Tinder - Small, combustible materials that
help the fire start (small twigs, dry leaves) 
Kindling - Combustible materials that help
the fuel catch on fire (sticks) 
Fuel/Firewood - Large pieces of wood that
will burn for a long time (Logs) 

Make a game out of collecting tinder and
kindling. Whoever collects the most wins! 



Leave No Trace Principle 2
Choose The Right Path

What does this mean? When we follow
this principle, we try to make the best path
choices for the wellbeing of ourselves and
nature. To choose the right path, stay on
defined trails to avoid getting lost and to
prevent disturbances to animal habitats.
You should also pay attention to any
dangers or obstacles ahead. 

Leave No Trace Principle 6
Respect Wildlife 

What does this mean? When in nature,
we are in the homes of wildlife. We can
respect animals by keeping our distance
from them and keeping their homes clean.
We should also keep our voices low so
that we don't startle or scare them. 

Leave No Trace Principle 7
Be Kind To Other Visitors

What does this mean? Nature is for
everyone! When we are out exploring
nature, we need to be mindful of any
other people who are also visiting. To be
kind to others we can keep our volume
at a respectful level, keep our areas
clean and follow rules. 



Hi! My name is Molly McGarity. I am a Girl Scout Ambassador from Girl
Scouts Heart of the Hudson and a senior in High School. 

I have been a Girl Scout since kindergarten, making 2021 my 13th year as a
member! I have earned my bronze and silver award and I am so excited to
be earning my Gold Award. I am a member of the Girl Scouts Heart of the
Hudson competitive canoe team and I have spent about half of the
summers of my life at Camp Addisone Boyce. Being in Girl Scouts has
allowed me to meet so many friends and try so many new things. It has
also helped me realize how much I love nature and teaching people. 

My experiences at Camp Addisone Boyce were a big inspiration behind this
project, I wanted to create something to get kids outside and excited about
nature! I was also inspired by my grandfather, Sidney Horenstein, who was
an environmental educator and geologist. The passion I have found for the
outdoors and the environment, combined with my love of working with kids
pushed me to pursue this project.

In the future, I plan to become an environmental educator and continue
sharing my passions with anyone who wants to listen! This project has
solidified that this is the path that I want to take! 

If you have any questions or comments regarding my project or any of my
resources, please reach out to me via email or instagram direct message.

EMAIL: mollymcgaritygoldaward@gmail.com
INSTAGRAM: @nurturingnatureknowledge

Thank you for your support of my project!

About the Author






